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Plasma protein binding: bio-mimetic  
chromatography method 
 

The effect of organic compound binding to blood plasma 
proteins (Plasma Protein Binding (PPB)) is of particular 
interest in ADME studies, since the bound compounds, 
according to the “free drug hypothesis” hypothesis, cannot 
interact with their protein target. However, these interactions 
are also important for the creation of sustained release 
dosage forms [1, 2]. The role of plasma protein binding is 
recognized as a major factor in the distribution and 
effectiveness of a potential drug. 

Although immunoglobulins, lipoproteins, fibrinogen and 
phospholipids contribute significantly to binding, and they can 
also greatly contribute to lower free drug concentrations, it is 
generally accepted that binding mainly occurs to a greater 
extent with human serum albumin (HSA) (it binds mainly 
hydrophobic and negatively charged compounds) and alpha-
1-acid glycoprotein (AGP or AAG) (it binds positively charged 
compounds). 

Based on these proteins, Klara Valko developed 
methods of bio-mimetic chromatography to evaluate PPB 
using exclusively HPLC [3, 4]. We offer PBB assessment using 
the modified methodology based on her previous work. 

It should be emphasized that in order to correctly calculate the 
dose for studies of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, 
first of all, plasma protein binding (PPB) is evaluated in 
combination with tissue binding [4]. 

 

  

Highlights 
 

 Bio-mimetic chromatography allows 
to model in vivo distribution and 
estimate affinity of a compound for 
human non-specific binding 
components by using human proteins 
and phospholipid as biorelevant 
stationary phases 
 

 The basic principle of the 
methodology is that the retention 
time of a compound (as a part of the 
mobile phases) passing through the 
HPLC column (containing three 
biorelevant stationary phases) is 
directly proportional to its 
affinity/dynamic equilibrium with the 
stationary phase 
 

 Application of bio-mimetic 
chromatography reduces animal 
testing and late stage attrition, 
lowers candidate selection cost and 
allows early dose estimation 
 

 We have modified the original 
methodology (by K. Valko) to 
implement it for high-accuracy 
plasma protein binding (PPB) 
detection. It has been successfully 
validated using experimental 
literature data for %PPB of known 
compounds. 
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Method  
 

To assess the total binding to blood plasma by individual binding constants, which are 
considered as distribution coefficients between the mobile aqueous phase and stationary 
protein phase, we need to know the volumes of free and protein-bound phases. For this, we 
use protein-based columns (ChiralPak HSA and ChiralPak AGP). The contribution of HSA and 
AGP proteins to plasma binding is illustrated below (Fig. 1, 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The correlation of binding values with HSA (HPLC column) and binding to blood plasma 
(published data). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The correlation between binding to AGP (HPLC column), and binding to blood plasma. 
The retention coefficient of the AGP column displays a weak correlation with the amount of 

binding to blood plasma (published data). 
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Other major plasma components are immunoglobulins, which bind compounds by their 
lipophilicity regardless of charge [5]. Since we do not measure the binding constants of 
immunoglobulin, the model uses calculated molar refractive power parameter (cMR). As a rule, 
higher cMR implies higher lipophilicity and lower solubility, which leads to stronger protein 
binding. 

In addition to proteins, blood plasma also contains hydrophobic components, the main of 
which are lipids such as cholesterol, triglycerides and various lipoproteins. Due to the presence 
of lipids in the blood, the binding of drugs to blood plasma will also depend on non-specific 
hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 3). With this in mind, we added a pH-dependent indicator of 
lipophilicity LogDpH7 to the model. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The correlation between the lipophilicity of the molecule and its binding to the 
components of blood plasma. Samples with LogD <1 have a noticeably larger free fraction. 

 
Results: 

 

Thus, taking the Valko model as a basis (1): 

                                                    (1), 

using regression analysis, we obtained the following equation (2): 

                                                                  
(2) 

 

Using chromatography data, we conducted calculations of the unbound fraction and 

compared them with literature data (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Comparison of the calculated data with the experimental ones. 
 

Compound acid/base fu, plasma 

lit. calc. 
Amiodaone base 0.0002 →0 

Thioridazine base 0.002 →0 
Diclofenac acid 0.003 →0 

Nicardipine base 0.005 0.036 
Indometacin acid 0.0054 0.039 

Quercetin acid 0.009 0.116 
Warfarin acid 0.015 0.097 

Loperamide base 0.059 0.213 
Salicylic acid* acid 0.121 0.150 

Propranolol base 0.15 0.362 
Dexamethasone acid 0.25 0.343 

Quinidine base 0.26 0.404 
Quinine base 0.3 0.282 

Carbamazepine Neutral 0.324 0.184 
Lidocaine base 0.42 0.538 

Paracetamol acid 0.52 0.544 
Colchicine Neutral 0.61 0.499 

Theophylline zwitterion 0.61 0.585 
Trimethoprim base 0.63 0.508 

Caffeine zwitterion 0.64 0.733 
Nizatidine base 0.65 0.757 

Acetylsalicylic 
acid 

acid 0.68 0.620 

Metoclopramide base 0.71 0.529 
Levofloxacin zwitterion 0.75 0.720 

Atenolol base 0.94 0.941 
Ranitidine base 0.95 0.755 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of calculated data with published experimental data show a good predictive 

ability of our modified method. 
 

According to the results of calculations and comparisons with published data (Fig. 4), it 
can be concluded that the use of the modified K. Valko equation with the inclusion of the 
additional parameter LogDpH7 in the formula reflects the correctness of PPB calculations in most 
accurate way. 
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